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1. INTRODUCTION 
The principal aim of this paper is to study the solvability of a class of 
nonlinear integral equations of convolution type. It is well known that 
equations of such a kind arise very often in applications, especially in 
numerous branches of mathematical physics (cf. the monograph [IS] and 
references therein). The linear integral convolution equations have been 
investigated in several papers and mon’ographs [S, 13, 181 and the theory 
of equations of this type seems to be rather complete and closed. 
Recently there have appeared a few papers concerning some nonlinear 
integral equations of convolution type (see [4, 131, for instance). It was 
shown in these papers that equations in question have solutions in some 
function spaces. The main tools used in the proof were the classical 
Schauder fixed point principle and a method associated with monotone 
and accretive operators. 
In the present paper we are going to show the existence of solutions of 
a class of nonlinear convolution equations using the technique of measures 
of weak noncompactness and the fixed point theorem of Emmanuele [ 123. 
This approach allows us to obtain a more general result under less restric- 
tive assumptions than those in [4, 131, for example. 
2. NOTATION, DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Throughout this paper we denote by R the field of real numbers and by 
R, the interval [0, co). Suppose that I is an arbitrary measurable subset 
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of R, not necessarily bounded. Let L’(Z) denote the space of Lebesgue 
integrable functions on the set Z, with the standard norm 
The space L’( R + ) is the most frequently used in what follows, therefore it 
will be shortly denoted by L’ and its norm by 11. I/, i.e., 
/l-d/ = jo= I4t)l dt. 
One of the simplest and most important operators studied in nonlinear 
functional analysis is the so-called superposition (or Nemytskii) operator 
(see, e.g. [ 1, 3, 15, 181). In order to define this operator assume that a 
function f( t, x) = f: Ix R -+ R satisfies Carathtodory conditions, i.e., it is 
measurable in t for any x E R and continuous in x for almost all t E I. Then 
to every function x(t) being measurable on Z we may assign the function 
(Fx)(t) =f(t, x(t)), t E I. The operator F defined in such a way is called the 
superposition operator with the generating function f: In the sequel we 
shall need the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The superposition operator F maps continuously the space 
L’(Z) into itself if and only if If(t, x)1 <a(t) + b 1x1 for all t E Z and x E R, 
where a(t) is a function from L’(Z) and b is a nonnegative constant. 
This theorem was proved first by Krasnosel’skii [14] in the case of 
L’(a, b) (i.e., I= [a, b]). The generalization for the case of an unbounded 
domain Z comes from [ 31. 
Now, denote by Q, the set of all functions x belonging to the space L’ 
which are almost everywhere (shortly, a.e.) positive and nonincreasing on 
R, and such that llxlj d r, where r is a fixed positive number. Note that Qr 
is nonempty, bounded, closed, and convex subset of L’. Moreover, in view 
of Frtchet criterion for compactness in measure [ 111 we can easily seen 
that Qr is compact in measure. Thus, reasoning similar to that from [6] 
yields the following useful result. 
LEMMA 1. Any continuous operator S: Q, -+ L’ is weakly continuous (i.e., 
it maps weakly convergent sequences into itself ). 
3. A FEW PROPERTIES OF CONVOLUTION OPERATOR 
In this section we recall a few facts about the convolution operator (cf. 
Cl71 ). 
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Let kE L’(R) be a given function. Then, for any function XE L’ the 
integral 
(Kx)(?)=[~= k(t-s)x(s)ds 
exists for almost every t E R, . Moreover, the function (Kx)(t) belongs to 
the space L’. Thus K is a linear operator which maps the space L’ into 
intself. In addition, one can show that K is bounded since the following 
inequality holds to be true 
IIW d Ilkll L’(R) llxll 
for every x E L’. Hence we conclude that the norm II KIl of the operator K 
is majorized by llkllLICRl. 
Assume now that Qr is a set described in the previous section. Let 
ke L’(R) be a given function such that k(t) > 0 for almost all t E R. 
Further, let us suppose that for every A E R, and for all t,, t, E R, the 
following implication is true 
A 
t,<t2* I k(t, -s) ds > 0 s 
A 
k( t, - s) ds. 
0 
Then we have 
THEOREM 2. Under the above assumptions the convolution operator K 
transforms the set Qr into QllR,,, and is weakly continuous. 
Indeed, for an arbitrary XE Q, we have IlKxll 6 II KII r and from our 
assumptions we infer that the function Kx is a.e. positive and nonincreasing 
on R,. The proof of the last assertion may be carried over in the same way 
as the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [ 161 and is therefore omitted. 
Finally note that the weak continuity of the operator K is an easy conse- 
quence of Lemma 1. 
4. MEASURES OF WEAK NONCOMPACTNESS 
Let E be an arbitrary Banach space and let X be a nonempty and 
bounded subset of E. Denote by B, the closed ball in E centered at 0 and 
with radius r. 
Recall that the notion of a measure of weak noncompactness has been 
introduced by De Blasi [8] in the following way 
p(X) = inf[r > 0: there exists a weakly compact subset Y 
of E such that XC Y + B,]. 
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The function p(X) possesses everal useful properties which may be found 
in [S]. Particularly, if E is reflexive then p(X) = 0 for every set X. Thus the 
function J is of interest when E is nonreflexive; in such a case /?(B,) = r, for 
example. 
The applicability of the measure jI was indicated by Emmanuele [ 121 
who proved the following fixed point theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let Q he a nonempty, closed, convex, and bounded subset of 
E and let S: Q + Q be a weakly continuous operator having the property that 
there exists a constant k E [0, 1) such that 
for every nonempty subset X of Q. Then S has at least one fixed point in the 
set Q. 
In order to apply the above theorem in a concrete situation one has to 
express the function p(X) by means of a convenient and handy formula. 
The formula of such a type in the space L’(a, b) was given recently by 
Appell and De Pascale [2] : 
Ix(t)1 dt: D c [a, b], meas D d E , 
where the symbol meas D stands for the Lebesgue measure of a set D. 
Now we shall describe some measures of weak noncompactness in the 
space L’ = L’(R+). At the beginning we recall the criterion for weak 
noncompactness due to Dieudonne [9] (see also [ 10, 111). 
THEOREM 4. A bounded set XC L1 is relatively weakly compact if and 
only if 
(i) for any E > 0 there is 6 > 0 such that if meas D < 6 then 
SD Ix(t)1 dt<E, x~x, 
(ii) foranyE>OthereisT>OsuchthatS~Ix(t)ldtdEforanyxEX. 






w(X, E) = sup[w(x, E): x E Xl, 
q)(X) = lim w(X, E), 
e - 0 
a(X) = lim 
T-a, 
Oci Ix(t)1 dt:xEX . 
T II 
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Finally, let us put 
Y(X) = %(X1 + a(X). 
Then we have 
LEMMA 2. The function y(X) has the following properties: 
( 1) y(X) = 0 o X is relatively weakly compact, 
(2) xc Y* Y(X) <Y(Y), 
(3) 24x+ y)~YY(w+Y(n 
(4) y(AW = 14 y(X) for 2 E R, 
(5) y(Conv X) = y(X), where Conv X denotes the conuex closure of the 
set X, 
(6) Y(XU Y) = maxCWh Y(Y)], 
(7) y(4) = 2. 
Proof: Note that the Property (1) is a simple consequence of 
Theorem 4. The proof of the Properties (2)-(6) is standard and follows 
immediately from the definition of the function y. In order to prove (7) it 
is enough to show that y(B,)= 2. Obviously y(B,)<2. To show the con- 
verse inequality let us take the set Xc B,, X= {nP[,,,+ I,n,: n = 1,2, . ..}. 
where the symbol P, will denote the characteristic function of a set D. It 
is easily seen that wO(X)= 1 and a(X)= 1 so that y(B,) >y(X)= 2. This 
completes the proof. 
In what follows we show that the function y is equivalent o the measure 
of weak noncompactness B. 
THEOREM 5. p(X)<y(X),< 2/I(X). 
ProoJ Assume first that p(X) = r. Then, for an arbitrary E > 0 there is 
a weakly compact set Y such that Xc Y+ (r + E)B,. Hence, in view of the 
properties of the function y described in Lemma 2 we get 
Y(X) G Y( Y) + (r + El y(B,) = 2(r + ~1 
which proves the right hand side inequality. 
Before proving the second inequality we introduce some auxiliary 
notation. Namely, for a fixed b > 0 let us denote 
Q(x,b)=[t~R+:(x(t)l>b], 
Qr(x, b) = [t E [O, T]: Ix(t)1 > h]. 
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Actually, Q,(x, h) c Q(-y, h) for any T> 0. Further, for an arbitrary x E X 
we may write 
x=xP [U,Tl n,-(v.h)+,~P*I-,r,h,+XPCT,-~~I 
In what follows assume that E > 0 and T> 0 are fixed and let 
h > sup[ (Ix/I: x E XI/s. Next, if we denote 
o“(x, E)=sup[w(xPtCJr,, E): XEX], 
CJ 
= a’(X) = sup Ix(t)1 dt: XE X , 
T 1 
x;= [xP~,,T,-RT(.r,b): xEX1, 
BT= [xf’p~,r,:xEB,l, 
B== [xP~~,~,: XE B,], 
so we see that the following inclusion holds 
XcX;+co’(X,e)BT+aT(X)BT. 
Hence, taking into account that the set Xl is relatively weakly compact, we 
arrive at the following inequality 
j(X) < o’(X, E) + a’(X) d 0(X, E) + a’(X). 
Passing with T to infinity we derive b(X) <y(X). Thus the proof is 
complete. 
Let us mention that the above proof is based on some ideas from [2]. 
It is worthwhile to mention that the evaluations given in Theorem 5 are 
sharp. Indeed, the example of the unit ball BI shows that the right hand 
side evaluation cannot be improved. On the other hand take the set 
XCL’, x= [xPpJ7: XE B,]. Obviously the set X is the unit ball in the 
space L’(0, 1) therefore 
Moreover, y(X) = 1. Suppose that pLI(X) = r < I. Then, for an arbitrary 
E > 0 there is a weakly compact set Y c L’ such that 
Xc Y+(r+E)B,. 
Denoting Y, = [ yP,, , , : y E Y] we may write 
Xc Y, +(r+e)X 
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and consequently 
P L’(O,1 V) G (r + E) PLVO, 1W) = r + 8. 
Thus we obtain a contradiction what gives that fiLl(X) = 1. 
The above considerations how that the function y is not equal to the De 
Blasi measure of weak noncompactness /J. Nevertheless, this function 
possesses “almost all” properties of the function B and therefore it is the 
so-called regular measure of weak noncompactness in the terminology 
taken from [7]. In fact, for measures of such a type the fixed point theorem 
of Emmanuele (i.e., Theorem 3) is true (cf. also [7]). 
This fact will be used in the forthcoming section. 
5. A NONLINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATION OF CONVOLUTION TYPE 
This section is devoted to the study of the following nonlinear integral 
equation of convolution type 
x(t)=f ( t, jm Qt-s)x(cp(s))ds , > t 2 0. 0 (1) 
For further purposes the operator 
(Hx)(t) =f t, jam k(t-s) x(cp(s)) do 
will be often written as the product H = FK of the convolution operator 
(Kx)(f) = jam 4t -s) x(cp(s)) ds 
and the superposition operator 
(Fx)(t) =f(~ x(t)). 
Thus Eq. (1) becomes 
x=Hx=FKx. (2) 
We shall use Eq. (1) under the following assumptions which are listed 
below. 
(i) f:R,xR+R, satisfies Caratheodory conditions and there 
exists a function UEL’ and a constant b 20 such that 
At, x) 6 a(t) + b I.4 
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for all f E R + and x E R. Moreover ,f‘is assumed to be nonincreasing in the 
first variable and nondecreasing in the second one. 
(ii) The function k: R --f R, belongs to the space L’(R) and for any 
A > 0 and for all t, , t, E R + the following condition is satisfied 
A 
t, < tZ- k(t,-s)dsa s k( t, - s) ds. 0 
(iii) cp: R, -+ R, is increasing, absolutely continuous, and there is a 
constant B > 0 with the property cp’( t) > B for almost all t E R + . 
(iv) b IIKl(/B< 1. 
Then we can prove the following theorem 
THEOREM 6. Let the assumptions (i)-(iv) be satisfied. Then Eq. (1) has 
at least one solution x E L’ being a.e. nonincreasing on R, . 
Proof First of all observe that for a given x EL’ the function Hx 
belongs to L’, which is a consequence of the assumptions (i)-(iii). 
Additionally, we get 
d II4 + b llfdl lIx(cp)lI 
G llall + (b ll~ll/~) j- Ix(cp(~)Y cp’b) ds 0 
G llall + (h IIJWB) /Ix/I. 
From this estimate and (iv) we infer that the operator H maps the ball B, 
into itself, where r = liall/( 1 -b IlKI B-l). 
Further, let Q, stand for the subset of B, consisting of all functions which 
are a.e. positive and nonincreasing on R, (compare Section 2). Take 
x E Qr. We see that x(q) is a.e. positive and nonincreasing on R, and 
consequently Kx is also of the same type in virtue of the assumption (ii) 
and Theorem 2. Next observe that the assumption (i) permits us to deduce 
that Hx = FKx is also a.e. positive and nonincreasing on R + This fact, 
together with the assertion H: B, -+ B,, gives H is a self-mapping of the 
set Ql. 
Since the operator K is continuous (even weakly continuous) according 
to Theorem 2 and F is continuous (cf. Theorem 1) we conclude that H 
maps continuously Qr into Qr. Moreover, in view of Lemma 1 we deduce 
that H is weakly continuous on the set Qr. 
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From now on assume that X is a nonempty subset of Qr and E > 0 is 
fixed. Then, for an arbitrary x E X and for a set D c R + , meas D < E we 
obtain 
= ibll L’(D) + h liKxli L’(D). 
Further, keeping in mind that the operator K transforms the space L’(D) 
into itself and is continuous, we derive 
I(ffx)(f)l dr 6 lld L’(D) + b tIKII D ilx(~)liLl(D)> 
where I/K11 D denotes the norm of the operator K: L’(D) -+ L’(D). Conse- 
quently, we get 
s IWx)Wl dt Q II~I.J~D, + (b lIKII DIB) j- b(dt))l V’(t) df. D D 
Now, applying the theorem on integration by substitution for Lebesgue 
integrals we may write the last estimate as 
s I(ffx)(t)l dt 6 hiiLl + (b IIJ4IDlB) J I-W df. D VP(D) 
Hence, taking into account the obvious equality 
a(t)dt:DcR+,measD<c =o 
and the absolute continuity of the function cp, we obtain 
oo(fW G (b IKIII~) wo(W. (3) 
Furthermore, fixing T> 0 we arrive at the following estimate 
jr IWM df< Jrn 4t) dt + @ IIW~) J’: Ix(cPWl cp’(t) dt 
T T 
= j: 44 dr + (b IIW~) lwTT, I.W dt. 
Since lim., co cp( T) = co, the above inequality yields 
(4) 
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where the quantities a(X) and oO(X) were defined in Section 4. Hence, 
combining (3) and (4) we get 
The above obtained inequality together with the properties of the operator 
H and the set Q,. established before enable us to apply Theorem 3 (com- 
pare also the last part of Section 4). This completes the proof of our 
theorem. 
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